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Canada rightly promotes a rules-based system of international trade and investment. But this leads to
further questions. Who interprets the rules and are they institutionally independent and neutral? Does the
process function in Canada’s interests? As in hockey, one would not make the coach of one team the
referee and call it a fair game.
In this article, it is argued that Canada should, in border and trade talks with the US and the European
Union, seek targeted reform of the current design of investor-state arbitration. The best model for doing
so is Canada’s Agreement on Internal Trade. The article’s conclusion offers some specific
recommendations.
The role of investor-state arbitration
Investor-state arbitration is a unique form of international adjudication. It allows foreign investors to sue
states directly under international law, without resorting first to domestic courts. It is a key forum in
which ambiguities in Canada’s trade treaties are worked out. The resolution of these ambiguities leads to
what one might call arbitrator-made law, with important implications for businesses and governments.
Investor-state arbitration is also of practical significance because it can lead to the imposition of monetary
penalties against states and large costs awards against investors.

expropriatory,
priatory,
A primary aim of investor-state arbitration is to protect foreign investors from expro
discriminatory, or abusive treatment at the hands of government. More broadly, the system seeks to
encourage international investment, although there is mixed evidence on whether investment treaties
influence firms in their investment decision-making.1
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Investor-state arbitration has been invoked in hundreds of cases involving dozens of countries. Most have
involved a challenge to a proposed or actual law, regulation, or other government measure. Others have
involved disputes about investor-state contracts. They have involved different areas of decision-making,
such as tax rules, environmental laws, privatizations “gone wrong,” and direct expropriations in the
resource sector. The Canadian experience in investor-state arbitration is summarized below.
Missing institutional safeguards
As with other forms of adjudication, the promise of investor-state arbitration lies in its claim to fairness
based on principles of impartiality and neutrality. Any system of adjudication that decides important
questions of law serves this objective only if it ensures a strong measure of institutional independence. In
this respect, there are important weaknesses in investor-state arbitration.
The first is that the arbitrators lack security of tenure. In other international courts and tribunals, such as
the Appellate Body of the World Trade Organization, members are appointed for set terms. At the
domestic level, judges are typically appointed for life or until a set retirement age. Secure tenure is widely
acknowledged as a core attribute of an independent judiciary in democratic, free-market societies, based
on the institutional separation of powers and the rule of law. Without it, as Lord Denning said, “The
judicial power is simply a part of the executive machine.”2
The second weakness in investor-state arbitration is the absence of a pre-established roster of persons
from which arbitrators must be appointed. Short of judicial security of tenure, a roster is vital to allow
quality control, public accountability, and neutrality among the arbitrators. For example, in the case of
NAFTA, the treaty’s state-state arbitration process (but not its investor-state arbitration process) provides
for a roster. Canada, Mexico, and the US each appoint one-third of the roster members prior to any
specific dispute. Thus, each state has a role in selecting in advance the arbitrators who are eligible to
decide future disputes. In the case of investor-state arbitration, the NAFTA text refers to a roster3 but
none was ever implemented by the NAFTA states.
A third weakness is that the presiding arbitrators of tribunals are not appointed to specific cases through
an objective and neutral method. Rather, in the absence of agreement between the disputing parties, the
presiding arbitrators are selected by officials at organizations such as the International Centre for the
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in Washington or the Secretariat of the Permanent Court of
Arbitration in The Hague. These officials are certainly not nefarious people, but, harkening back to Lord
Denning, it is a serious problem for adjudicator independence that any executive official has the power to
appoint an arbitrator with prior knowledge of the specific case. In contrast, in NAFTA state-state
arbitration, where the disputing parties cannot agree on whom to appoint, the panel chair is selected at
random from the roster.4
A fourth weakness of investor-state arbitration is that the arbitrators are not rigorously regulated in the
remunerative activities that they may pursue beyond their judicial role. For the most part, those selected
as arbitrators in investor-state arbitration are not judges (or former judges) who are appointed on a one-off
basis in light of their eminence and detachment from the nitty-gritty of investment law. On the contrary,
they are often repeat players in a small “club” of commercial arbitrators, based primarily at private bodies
like the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris or the London Court of International Arbitration.5
Some law firms have both investor-state arbitrators and investor-state counsel on staff. Even if they are
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not working on the same case, impartiality problems can arise, such as in the common situation where the
resolution of a legal issue in one case is relevant to other cases.
A useful comparison is provided by FINRA (the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority) arbitration in
the US, which is used to resolve disputes between securities firms and their customers.6 In FINRA
arbitration, due to concerns about apparent conflicts of interest, “public” (i.e., securities industryindependent) arbitrators are precluded from working more than 20% of their time in the securities
industry and from being in a firm that earns more than 10% of its revenue from that industry. FINRA
arbitration also provides for the random assignment of arbitrators to specific cases and case lists.
This outline of institutional weaknesses in investor-state arbitration is not meant as a criticism of those
who sit as investor-state arbitrators. One should not ask that good people refuse to serve; in the end, their
willingness to do so may be all that can salvage a tainted system. The point is rather that the current
model does not support the necessary appearance of independence and impartiality in investor-state
arbitration and does not provide an adequate foundation for a rules-based system of international trade
and investment.
Investor-state cases brought against Canada
How has Canada fared so far in the process? Our experience has been dominated by investor-state
arbitration under NAFTA Chapter 11. Unlike virtually all other investment treaties, Chapter 11 applies to
relations between two developed countries and has generated a substantial number of claims against both
the US and Canada (typically initiated by the other’s investors). The record is summarized below.7
NAFTA Chapter 11 claims, by respondent state and claimant nationality (to September 2011)
Claimant’s
nationality:
Canadian
Mexican
American
Unknown
Totals:

Claims against
Canada
NA
1
29
0
30

Claims against
Mexico
1
NA
15
1
17

Claims against
the US
15
1
NA
0
16

Totals:
16
2
44
1
Total claims: 63

NAFTA Chapter 11 claims progressing beyond the filing of notice of a claim,
by respondent state and claimant nationality (to September 2011)
Claimant’s
nationality:
Canadian
Mexican
American
Unknown
Totals:

Claims against
Canada
NA
0
19
0
19

Claims against
Mexico
1
NA
11
0
12

Claims against
the US
11
0
NA
0
11

Totals:
12
0
30
0
Total claims: 42
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Thus, the federal government has faced 29 claims by US investors, although roughly one-third of these
claims appear not to have materialized. Perhaps surprisingly, Canada has been the most frequently-sued
NAFTA country.
There are nine NAFTA cases against Canada that have led to a final win-loss outcome. In these cases,
Canada has a mixed record. Three early cases were lost, one based on a fairly capitulatory settlement,8
and the others led to a modest award against Canada.9
More recently, Canada settled two NAFTA claims by American investors. In AbitibiBowater, Canada
paid about US $130 million for the expropriation of properties and water/timber rights in Newfoundland
and Labrador. In Dow AgroSciences, the claim was settled based on Quebec agreeing to a statement that
the pesticide 2,4-D does not pose an unacceptable risk to human health or the environment, if used
according to instructions.10
Canada has also had important wins in defending NAFTA cases. These have included successful defences
against challenges to the national system of postal delivery, pesticide regulation, lumber export
management, and income trusts. In these four cases, the claim was rejected without a monetary award
against Canada.11
Finally, there are numerous ongoing cases against Canada, although many are inactive. The active cases
involve disputes over, for example, research and development expenditures in the offshore oil sector in
Newfoundland and Labrador, implementation of the Green Energy Act in Ontario, a federal-provincial
environmental assessment that blocked a proposed quarry in Nova Scotia, and two cases involving
hunting and fishing licences in the Northwest Territories and Quebec.
Canada’s experience in defending NAFTA claims, on win-loss outcomes, is mixed. As well, Canada has
not faced claims under the various other investment treaties that it has concluded with developing
countries. However, if an investor-state mechanism is adopted in the proposed Canada-EU trade
agreement, Canada would likely assume a higher risk of claims under that agreement as well as under
NAFTA.12
Investor-state cases brought by Canadian investors
In contrast to Canada’s experience defending claims, Canadian investors have an exceedingly poor record
in investor-state arbitration. As claimants under NAFTA, they have sued the US government nine times
and lost every case (not including ongoing cases, of which only a few appear to be active).13 In some
NAFTA cases, such as Methanex and Glamis Gold, Canadian investors not only lost the case but were hit
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with a large costs award in favour of the US government. In some cases, many observers thought that the
Canadian investor had a strong claim. The clearest example is Loewen v United States.14
In Loewen, a major Canadian funeral home company was driven into bankruptcy after a jury in
Mississippi awarded US $500 million, including $75 million for emotional distress and $400 million in
punitive damages, against the Canadian investor after a civil trial. The civil lawsuit had involved a
contractual dispute over assets worth not more than $4 million. Loewen was unable to appeal the award to
the Mississippi Supreme Court after the Court declined to waive a requirement that an appellant, as a
condition of appeal, file a bond worth 125% of the damages award at trial.
In the ensuing NAFTA arbitration, the tribunal reviewed the Mississippi trial and characterized it as “a
disgrace” “[b]y any standard of measurement.”15 Nevertheless, the tribunal dismissed Loewen’s claim on
the ground that Loewen should have sought a final appeal at the US Supreme Court, as a substantive
requirement of NAFTA’s minimum standard of protection (although NAFTA does not contain a duty to
exhaust local remedies as a condition of bringing a claim), before initiating a NAFTA claim. At the
conclusion of its award, the tribunal made this intriguing statement:16
We think it right to add one final word. A reader following our account of the injustices which
were suffered by Loewen and Mr. Raymond Loewen in the Courts of Mississippi could well be
troubled to find that they emerge from the present long and costly proceedings with no remedy at
all. After all, we have held that judicial wrongs may in principle be brought home to the State
Party under [NAFTA] Chapter Eleven, and have criticised the Mississippi proceedings in the
strongest terms. There was unfairness here towards the foreign investor. Why not use the
weapons at hand to put it right? What clearer case than the present could there be for the ideals of
NAFTA to be given some teeth?
This human reaction has been present in our minds throughout but we must be on guard against
allowing it to control our decision. [….] Too great a readiness to step from outside into the
domestic arena, attributing the shape of an international wrong to what is really a local error
(however serious), will damage both the integrity of the domestic judicial system and the viability
of NAFTA itself. The natural instinct, when someone observes a miscarriage of justice, is to step
in and try to put it right, but the interests of the international investing community demand that
we must observe the principles which we have been appointed to apply, and stay our hands.
One reading of this statement is that the tribunal thought itself bound to adhere to the customary duty to
exhaust local remedies in international law, despite the apparent injustice that this might produce and the
evident removal of such a duty in NAFTA. Another reading of the statement, especially its last line, is
that the tribunal thought it prudent to downplay Loewen’s mistreatment in order to protect the “interests
of the international investing community” from a political reaction against NAFTA in the US. If this was
a motivation for the tribunal’s decision, one wonders what protections NAFTA really offers to Canadian
investors who experience mistreatment at the hands of a public authority in the US.
After the Loewen award was issued, the US-appointed member of the tribunal, former US Congressman
and appellate judge Abner Mikva, gave a presentation at Pace Law School in which he recounted that,
after agreeing to serve on the tribunal, he met with US Department of Justice officials. “You know,
judge,” he was told by the officials, “if we lose this case we could lose NAFTA.” “Well, if you want to
put pressure on me,” Mikva replied, “then that does it.”17
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If a former US judge, appointed on a one-off basis, could be approached in this way by a disputing party
in a NAFTA investor-state arbitration, then in what ways might powerful actors influence lawyers who
stake much of their careers as arbitrators in the field? This larger concern about inappropriate influences
in investor-state arbitration was highlighted by a Dutch arbitrator and former banker, Jan Hendrik
Dalhuisen, who in August 2010 aired allegations of interference by staff at the International Centre for
Settlement of Investment Disputes in the deliberations of an arbitration panel on which he served.18
Dalhuisen stated in his reasons for judgment:19
“What hovers over all of this is the potentially pernicious impact of the desire for (re)appointment
in many [arbitrators], not least for financial gain, in which not only withholding from the parties
relevant information... but also incurring the favour of the [ICSID] Secretariat, may be important
issues in terms of independence....”
Although not evidence of actual bias in any specific case, the winless record of Canadian investors in
NAFTA cases against the US gives cause for concern, especially because it draws attention to aspects of
the institutional structure that create an apprehension of bias.
Notably, Canadian investors have also lost repeatedly under other investment treaties, in all seven known
cases that have led to a final outcome. This has included cases against Costa Rica, Croatia, the Czech
Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Sri Lanka, and Venezuela.20
Overall, the record of Canadian investors in known arbitrations is 0 wins and 16 losses. This raises the
question of whether Canadian interests are well-served by investor-state arbitration. In particular, in the
ongoing Canada-EU trade negotiations, it is an open question why Canada would push to include an
investor-state mechanism in a trade agreement between states with mature domestic courts that are
available to foreign investors. There are good reasons, at least, to reconsider the investor-state model in
NAFTA and any Canada-EU agreement in order to ensure that it compares favourably, in its institutional
independence, to domestic judicial processes.
A comparison to the Agreement on Internal Trade
The person-to-government arbitration process under Canada’s Agreement on Internal Trade21 was
modeled on NAFTA investor-state arbitration in that it allows a business resident in one Canadian
jurisdiction to sue the government of another. However, the AIT incorporated a number of important
safeguards.
First, person-to-government arbitration under the AIT is based on a roster of arbitrators, appointed by the
governments that concluded the agreement.22 This allows for quality control and public accountability,
while supporting independence and neutrality.
Second, the AIT has a mandatory code of conduct for arbitrators.23 Among other things, the code requires
arbitrators to “observe high standards of conduct so that the integrity and impartiality of the dispute
settlement process is preserved.” It includes ongoing disclosure obligations – including in relation to
18
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professional relationships of the arbitrator or the arbitrator’s employer – with persons who may benefit
from the outcome of the proceeding or from any issue that may be decided. In the absence of judicial
security of tenure, these are important checks.
Third, the AIT requires that panel chairs have expertise in administrative law.24 Speaking as an academic
who specializes in administrative law, I would of course support this requirement in all instruments that
authorize investor-state arbitration. Jests aside, this area of expertise is useful in investor-state arbitration
because, typically, the disputes arise from laws, regulations, or similar measures passed by governments,
rather than from commercial acts of another private party. (I should add, perhaps, that I have not worked
as a lawyer or arbitrator in investor-state arbitration and have no aspiration to do so.)
Fourth, the AIT has a screening mechanism.25 Claims are referred first to an independent officer, often a
former trade negotiator, academic, or lawyer, who is appointed by the home province of the person
bringing the claim. The screener has the authority to cull claims that are frivolous or vexatious, that are
harassing, or that do not show a reasonable case of injury or denial of benefits. I suspect the mechanism
may not be popular among any lawyers who may be keen to see litigation under the AIT, but it has the
benefit of saving the parties from expensive and arduous arbitrations of claims that are unlikely to
succeed.
The AIT setup does not satisfy entirely the standards of independence of a domestic or international court,
but it delivers a much greater measure of independence than investor-state arbitration. This is primarily
because the arbitrators are appointed in an objective manner from a set roster and because there are
mandatory checks on activities that may generate conflicts of interest.
Conclusion and recommendation
In border and trade talks with the US and the European Union, Canada should seek to improve the
institutional framework of investor-state arbitration. As it happens, one of the best models is homegrown:
the Agreement on Internal Trade. Based on this model and its underlying principles, Canada should target
these improvements in investor-state arbitration:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a pre-set roster from which all arbitrators would be appointed;
an objective method to select tribunal chairs where the parties do not agree;
rigorous checks on outside remunerative activities by arbitrators;
a binding code of conduct for arbitrators;
a duty to resort to reasonably-available local remedies, especially in the case of states with mature
domestic court systems; and
an independent screening process to weed out claims that are frivolous, harassing, or unlikely to
succeed.

These adjustments would remove apparent conflicts of interest among investor-state arbitrators. They
would support a fair and neutral process of dispute settlement, as an integral part of a rules-based system
of trade and investment. And they fit closely with the values and interests of Canada as a trading nation
committed to the rule of law.
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